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Abstract
Life sciences experience a great deal of problems that 
computer-based tools may solve automatically. These 
methods, although accurate and effective, need to face 
rapidly increasing size of input datasets. This also applies 
to the Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) - life science 
problem that has already been outlined and elaborated in 
many scientific papers (see [1], [2], [3]). G-MSA, that is 
our tool addressing this problem, is able to handle growing 
input instances effectively. This has been achieved by an 
adaptation of existing algorithm to a distributed 
environment of powerful machines equipped with multiple 
graphics cards. In another words we developed a highly 
efficient and scalable but still accurate tool solving the 
MSA problem for a number of biological sequences. 
The G-MSA software tool has already been described in 
[4]. The poster outlines the mechanisms that allow G-MSA 
to deal with a massive number of simultaneously working 
threads of modernGPUs and draws algorithmic apparatus 
standing behind the toolaccuracy.

Introduction
Multiple Sequence Alignment can be perceived as a 
problem of retrieval of information about conserved in 
evolution process genome regions among organisms not 
necessarly of the samespecies. This can be especially 
useful in homology andphilogenetic analysis but also 
teriary and secondary proteinstructures prediction. The 
optimal algorithm is proven to be NPhard.On the other 
hand even heuristic algorithms dealing withthe problem 
require extended calculations - the better resultsthey 
produce the more computations they perform. Until 
nowjust few of these approaches were adjusted to 
graphicsprocessing units to benefit from the great 
computational powerof the new technologies.

Implementation
G-MSA takes an inspiration from T-Coffee and ClustalW 
utilizing methodology of progressive alignment - intuitive 
fda

Tests
Performed tests show that our method is highly efficient 
achieving up to 193-fold speedup on a single GPU while 
the quality of its results remains very good. Due to 
effective memory usage the method can perform 
alignment for huge sets of sequences that previously 
could only be aligned on computer clusters. Moreover, 
multiple GPUs support with load balancing makes the 
application very scalable. The method, despite its great 
speed, has not lost its ability to align sequences 
accurately. Objective BaliBASE benchmark revealed that 
the quality of results is very good. Additionally, the 
application provides an alternative way to perform 
immensely quick MSA with only little quality loss. We 
believe that all the properties mentioned above make G-
MSA a useful tool for solvingreal-world biological problems.
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descending inclusion of sequences into a final result 
alignment.
To perform this step full pairwise alignment (not only score 
of aligned pair) of each possible pair of sequences from 
input set is needed. We have overcome this requirement 
by implementing GPU-based semiglobal Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm with a backtracking stage.

During the next phase of the algorithm retrieved pairwise 
alignments serve as a base to gain the knowledge 
conserved seqences regions. This process is called Library 
Extension.

Finally the method produce multiple sequence alignment 
by composition of the input sequences in order specified 
by neighbour joining clustering method.


